
Spectrum® Readers 
Preschool–Grade 2 • The Spectrum® Readers  by Carson-Dellosa feature  
high-interest topics that are sure to engage young readers. The series offers three levels 
of reading fun. Each title contains dramatic photographs and amazing facts, making 
them perfect for young readers who are ready to explore leisure reading on their own. 
The fact-based approach also makes the books valuable resources for information. With 
the current education emphasis on reading in content areas and reading comprehen-
sion, this multilevel series is the perfect addition to any library at school or home.  
32 pages    $3.99 each 

Shh! Night Animals (704319)
Ages 3–6 • A pair of eyes glows out at you from the darkness. 
You hear the flapping of wings. Shh! Night Animals introduces 
fascinating facts about some of the most interesting animals ever 
to roam the night.  

Wow! Big Animals (704320)
Ages 3–6 • A humming sound grows louder and louder. 
Suddenly, a bug the size of your hand is resting on your shoulder! 
Wow! Big Animals introduces some of the largest, and most 
interesting, creatures on planet earth.

Cool! Sea Life (704321) 
Ages 3–6 • A gray fin suddenly rises out of the still blue water. 
Watch out! A great white shark is looking for its next meal. Cool! 
Sea Life introduces some of the most interesting and unusual 
creatures that live beneath the ocean’s surface. 

Look! Nature's Helpers (704322)
Ages 3–6 • Zap! The sea anemone stings and paralyzes a 
passing small fish. It has just captured dinner for itself and the 
clown fish. Look! Nature's Helpers introduces some of the most 
remarkable, and unexpected, symbiotic animal partnerships in 
the natural world. 

Awesome! Snakes (704323)
Ages 3–6 • Watch out! A huge snake is headed right toward 
you. Awesome! Snakes introduces some of the most interesting 
snakes that slither around today.

Odd! Birds (704324)
Ages 3–6 • You hear the rustle of feathers and the flapping 
of wings. Watch out! An odd bird might be headed right toward 
you. Odd! Birds takes a look at some of the most extraordinary 
feathered creatures in the sky and on land.

Alert! Wild Weather (704325 )
Ages 3–6 • Thunder booms. Lightning crashes in the sky. Watch 
out! Alert! Wild Weather introduces fascinating facts about some 
of the fiercest weather conditions on earth. 

Wacky! Pets (704326)
Ages 3–6 • A rat scurries across the ground. A pig snorts and 
rolls onto its back. Wacky! Pets explores some of the unusual 
animals that people keep as pets.

Amazing! Structures (704327)
Ages 5–7 • Your breath quickens as you stand atop the Empire 
State Building. Over a thousand feet below you, the ground 
appears to spin. Amazing! Structures introduces some of the most 
awe-inspiring, man-made creations in the world. 

Wild! Animal Journeys (704328)
Ages 5–7 • A female sea turtle swims slowly and steadily 
against the ocean tide. With each stroke, she is a little bit closer 
to completing her thousand-mile journey back to the beach where 
she was born. Wild! Animal Journeys investigates the incredible 
migrations that some animals make each year. 

Warning! Disasters (704329)
Ages 5–7 • Brace yourself. Nearby, a volcano spews red-hot 
molten lava that is flowing right toward you! Warning! Disasters 
introduces electrifying facts about natural disasters and other 
events that rock the earth. 

Look Closely! Hidden Animals (704330)
Ages 5–7 • You see something move out of the corner of  
your eye. Is anything out there? Look Closely! Hidden Animals  
introduces some of the incredible animals that utilize camouflage 
to survive in the wild.
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Intense! Machines (704331)
Ages 5–7 • Tires squeal as you watch a car speed from 0 to 
100 miles per hour in less than four seconds. Intense! Machines 
puts the reader in the driver’s seat of some of the fastest, largest, 
and most powerful machines on earth. 

Extreme! Earth (704332)
Ages 5–7 • You step up to a ledge and look down into a canyon 
that is two miles deep. Where on earth are you? Extreme! Earth 
introduces some of the most radical locations on planet Earth.  

Creepy! Crawlers (704333)
Ages 5–7 • Don’t look down. A big, hairy spider is crawling 
on you! Creepy Crawlers introduces some of the world’s tiniest 
predators. Included are fascinating facts on spiders, scorpions, 
ticks, and more.

Danger! Deadly Animals (704334)
Ages 5–7 • Don’t move. A hairy spider is lurking right behind 
you! Danger! Deadly Animals introduces spine-tingling facts about 
some of the smallest, and deadliest, animals in the world. 

Stop! Crime Scene (704335)
Ages 6–8 • Bright yellow tape surrounds a crime scene. 
Welcome to your first case. Stop! Crime Scene gives the reader  
a behind-the-scenes peek at the exhilarating crime scene investi-
gation process. It will take reader from first responders arriving 
at a scene to criminals being tried in a court of law. 

Incredible! Foods (704336)
Ages 6–8 • Does the thought of feasting on fish eggs make 
you queasy? Incredible! Foods introduces some of the unique 
foods that people eat around the world.

Fascinating! Human Bodies (704337)
Ages 6–8 • A human being loses an average of 70–100 
strands of hair a day. A sneeze travels at speeds in excess of 
100 miles per hour. Fascinating! Human Bodies delves inside the 
human body and introduces these extraordinary facts and more! 

Mysterious! Outer Space (704338)
Ages 6–8 • Thousands of stars sparkle in the sky. A bolt of light 
streaks across the darkness. Mysterious! Outer Space introduces 
some of the most fascinating facts about outer space.

Run! Predators (704339)
Ages 6–8 • You hear a growl. Something rustles in the leaves. 
A giant predator has just found its next victim! Run! Predators 
introduces amazing facts about some of the most fascinating 
predators on earth.  

Ultimate! Races (704340)
Ages 6–8 • On your mark. Get set. Read! Ultimate! Races 
investigates the adrenaline-pumping world of racing, including 
exhilarating information on stock car, Indy car, motorcycle, yacht 
racing, and more! 

Thrilling! Sports (704341)
Ages 6–8 • Your heart races. You take a deep breath, and 
prepare for the ride of your life. Thrilling! Sports takes an 
“in-your-face” look at the world of extreme sports and highlights 
some of its most thrilling features. 

Strange! Plants (704342)
Ages 6–8 • A bug softly lands on a small plant. Whoosh!  
It has just been caught inside the mouth of a meat-eating pitcher 
plant. Strange! Plants introduces some of the most shocking 
plants on earth.

 Fact-based books with 
striking photography and 

incredible facts are  
great for young readers!
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